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Friend of my heart, sugar to my mind!

it left a trail behind.

that quenches my thirst inside,
my thirst for your love.

so my soul will never cry.
Until I see you next, I count down the time,

illuminating my mind,
bringing joy to my eyes, when a new day arrives,
my lips are a sign,

I never tell a lie,

demonstrate a touch
that would only equate you,
separate you,
with my deepest passions.

waves of energy, that vibrates within,
because of the seriousness of your expressions,

waiting to show you my love,
to reciprocate enough,

I wish for your trust,
and just to hold you with a hug,
so you can feel how much
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following the signs.
But they all read “Dead End”,
no way out, only one way in.
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On this journey through your soul,
I have become one with your nature.
I stand off from afar, not to endanger,
but to see a stranger,
in all her beauty.... so intuitively,

inside your atmosphere.
You are everywhere.

a landscape of eternity,
hidden behind a fantasy,
of paternity,

In need of energy,

only they are out of reach.

building a strategy from necessity,
until I sleep.
Sleep in your lap,
all night when I camp,
dreaming of your treasures revealed in my map,

much more than the act,
but the passion, devotion, the warmth and enchantment,
I live for that.
I have never been here before, but yet I feel at home,
as if it was somewhere I was always trying to go.

just let me roam,
so we can grow.

about my journey through your soul.
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through emotional sun showers,
crossing stones of sapphire,
I could cry in that hour,
in the twilight of my thoughts,

day dreaming from a far.
Her Summer eyes, Christmas smile

So they come, and they go,

until released again.

Pastures meadows of my mind
justify the wings of time,
through peaceful thoughts

The air of you is sweet,
garden scent of mint leaves
deeply rooted far beneath
the loins of my love for you.
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because only one lie, desecrates this state of mind,
she is more than meets the eye, yet I see her all the time

He answers “all things were made perfect
until man corrupted them” Ahhh!! so I loved again,

but the reason a man would chase money

because everything I want is she,

than to suffer to be pleased.
There is no me, without you, she or he,
so she is me. which I swear before he,
whoever he may be,

out of tribulation,

to the man perverse with hatred.
Only pain could understand, why she has not yet a man,

For this world is no more than how one perceives it,

even she!! might not believe it.
Im telling you she is here, trust me! I see her all the time,
always been that perfect girl, forever perfect in my mind.
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The translation between the two is a mystical journey
only blind faith guides you through.
Never yield to opportunity nor set time with destiny,
always push through undoubtedly
and hear the calling within this remedy.
Thorns may pierce the memories, and grief shadows 
your steps,
as tears drown your faith, and anger starts to set,

regret,
but without sustaining till the end.
Dear friend,
you will never love again.
Protect this dream, for this is all you have left.
Never nurture it with fruits from seeds of your frets,

and challenge the outcome,
and outcomes love dressed in its revenge,
to murder agonies of past tense with its caress.

and created through the lessons of truth,
and remains as you see it,

Love needs love forever,
Love hears love years away,
and lives solely to be acquainted with its yearning.
Its burning lightens the path to its home
and never leads love astray.

never seen through loveless eyes,
for love lives to cure love
so love never dies.
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Baby,
assure me the comforting warmth of your arms

branded with the melodic sounds of your name

The sweet scented breeze of your hair

never stop burning for me...
I see you for who you are...

into a realm of new beginnings and never endings .

and every letter spells love,
and every sentence is a question of your desires,
and every minute is spent in your eyes.

Follow my voice and rest in my faith....

is the second in mine.

and rehearse all the steps of this love.
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Living off her breath,
gasping for strength
love caressed the air I breathe.

I wish we were wed.
Love is a fantasy.
My eyes hallucinate
before the shrine of her grace,
such a face
could bring a man so low.

she steals my fate,
and shapes it as her own.

honey glaze my wrists,

between her warm wind
my rainy days.

How sad the account
of being free,

and die before I leave.

surpasses death,
as she remembers me.
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crossing rivers of tears,

to get beside you,
outliving late friends I could never touch again,
just to hug you.

Decades I waited to be under your graces,
forgotten faces along the way

made for our acquaintance.

procreating a plan for you and I
before our time,

the creative minds, the construction sites,
that built the store we met outside,
grafted our lives
within their blueprint designs,
I had to cry a thousand times,
to learn to console you,
I could have died a thousand times
but not before I found you,

I love you here, I love you now
forever and for more,

No Lesser and No More.
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though salvation is steps away

abandoning her angelic face

the honey in her smile,

heaven for a while.
Is God angry with me,
for loving outside the category

if we are to be separated eternally,
in the hereafter,

born equally, yet woven spiritually
within hierarchy,
appealing for mercy
on the authority of her love I need,

Yet the joy I feel in her arms
could only come from a loving God,

moving mountains in my heart.

Forgive our differences
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oblivious to the devices

but time is no friend to a captive,
her curiosity bound her victimized,

to a man of impulsion, whose eyes are blind
from over indulgence.

as I disconnected her morale from her morality,
and unclothed her secrecies,

her eyes searched franticly for my identity,
but she found none,

only a cold stare of familiarity.

as I slowly savored the sweet scent of her innocence
and vulnerability,

the beauty of her unworldly eyes pierced me, truly too good for these,
for the nature of these hands,

her foolish eyes too good to see a defaced man
As I pleasured my mouth

with her two sweet sugar mounds,
the heat from my tongue swirling about

formed her,

with obedience to the lead
of her bodily transgressor.
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She breathed as if running away in her mind,
but could not escape, as I pulled her hair from behind,
and forced her down,

and acceptance of never getting away.
As she succumbed to my ravishing whisper,
I forced open the gates to her forbidden treasure,

she begged for my repute,
but felt dismayed she could not refrain
from losing her fountain of youth.
Tears of joy ran down her inner thighs,
as she cried on the inside,
I embellished her pain,
she would never be the same,
eyes opened to the cruelty of her own mind,
which betrayed her and acquainted with mine,
her body disowned her and chose a new foster.
Deep within her, I rose to become all I am,

until it gave way, and poured out the love restraint,
she wept the sweet sounds of dignity,
as I released all seeds of sanity,
and drew her down with me
into a world of sinful bliss.
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where everyone is afraid

while stepping on toes,
through the land of the dead
where life will never grow.

but there silence is alive,
where a fool is considered wise

Because good deeds are the soil
for bad seeds toiled,
So he who has the open heart

within a ring of hell,
but when the blind protect the blind

where love is made from concentrate

They scream long live the dead.
They chant for death to set them free.
The scent of blood is on their breath,
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This hate lives in my despair,

and goes to prepare my grave,

and hear the silent screams of eternity,
a residency occupied by vacancy,
a place in me,

My belief in a cure, is the cure in which I believe,
yet this intangible grief still captures me
physically within its reach,
it holds me tight to this leash despite

eternally bleeding from within.
This evil seed planted in my fertile memory,
feeds from the minerals of my energy,

its roots are grounded permanently beneath my reach,
and grows sporadically,
No one can muster my pain, without,
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Give me love or give me death,
sweet sweet death,
come save me from this life,

I can not see,
but in death maybe,

eventually
Love in the eyes of those who hate me,

even to those more fortunate to have been granted love,
appreciate me,

but to capture love alive.

held captive to my pride,
bound behind the gates of strife,
tortured day and night.

Oh generous death

spread my bed in colors of red, so we may wed tonight,

and lift my spirit high,

I live for you tonight.
My heart is hollow, it swallows me whole,
sorrow corrodes my bones.

already forgotten in my present state
how love rejected me.
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She has therapeutic eyes,
her eyes are monetized by a system,

depreciating my life

over the time I spend within them

even with all the riches spent
your heart is still in debt.

This game we play, is built from shame,
deep sorrows of affairs,

are thoughts I cannot share,
How could she explain

the more I search for love,
within this place,

For this sensuous segregation,
I need a mental translation,

through internal mediation.

Your expensive eyes are therapeutic ties
that bind you and me.
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Too young was my heart aggrieved,
screaming my plea, gently,

mommy please, all I need is
mommy.

to see my disbelief.
Your smile is scary to me, as you leave,

Your merciless plans to give me all I have,

my eyes hardened
now passed trusting your judgment
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Hate resides in my tongue
and I smile as you did once

and never left the stoop,

Your place is here,

mommy

to tell me hush, in the middle of the night with no one to hug,

she appeals to my trust .....

mommy....
It feels unjust, but my hopes are up,

to replace the love of mommy.
Mommy,

but sometime scarcity,
not all charity though sometime vanity,
not always soldiery but casualty.

crying for his mommy,

when my tears drew, years ago,
always waiting for mommy.
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One poor boy for sale, going cheap,
to the woman of greed.

but my mind is free.
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I am reusable,
and negotiated under the table of trust,
my conversation is rustproof
and smooth as a hush,

my price has dropped,

and damaged my idealistic dreams,
with her temper when she smashed me,
against the walls of her grief.

for you to purchase me.
Going once to the lady of discretion,
going twice to the damsel distressing,

to add to her potion of demolition,
a potion of ruin, used against her jealous pursuant,
my transaction of blood is exclusive,

Come one, come all and see,

selling so cheap.

My empty heart has much space to play,
much recreation for your day,

I lay in wait, just in case you have free time again.
Is there any advance upfront,

No hands go up for a poor boy prejudged,

through the eyes of unjust and un-monogamous,

because all my love is free.
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So blind to your cage,
you create a mess where you lay,

such a poor baby,
a poor baby slave.

Bound by your rage,
I would free you if I can,

to free those pretty hands.

I hear cry in vain,
wishing to be raised,

Let me wash your confusion
under waters of my faith.

I will set you a bath of joy,
clean you with lathered love and laughter,

submerge you with hope
of a free day after.

she remembers love vaguely,

from the free place inside me,
where no one enslaves a child.

Free that poor girl, let her play for awhile,
free her pure spirit restraint by denial.

I came to see that slaving child,
not the guard of her true essence,

not that hardened hearted guard

I will steal her away, when the giant is asleep,

My candy of life

naturally grown on free lands,
that reaps only seeds of pleasure
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You satisfy my inner-child cravings
of wanting it all,
all at once,

and drip when I touch the walls.
Smooth vanilla, subtle and calm,

sweet white chocolate songs answer my call,
and cause pain to withdraw.
As I unwrap my sweet.....

cho-co-late ivory,
I perceive each crease that waits......
for me...

she sees my dreams,
receives me achromatically and complete

the endless hunger of our needs.
Your smooth vanilla surface

to my senses,
my touch.
You run from the warmth of my hands.

I need you strong, with sweet response;

Your name is the sweetest sound on my tongue,
let me play a serenade for you,
with the instruments of your body I use,

“my sweet tooth”,
paraphrasing you, marinating you...

latte....
sweet white chocolate all day,
every way
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while shedding tears of their own
pouring streams of memories
that spill out my love for you

in the afternoon.
I hope tomorrow is not as cold as you...

yet that time lives forever and again,
into a life of its own,
which I watch grow from the root,
out the soil of my heart

How much more will nature repay

This is the joy that brings another day,

for this woman and man.
Always prepare for me, for I will come at an instance
seemingly from a distance.
But all is consistent,
for this never ending desire
reiterates itself
through these burning words of hell,

I spent without you.
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that may never come
and waste the last today
you have been granted possible

when to secure your tomorrow
today you have to build.

and still the present tomorrow
today you cast away,
trying to redo the undone

harvesting in abundance
from all your seeds sown in vain.
I have not come as your past,
but as your future at a glance,
I am not the answer to your questions,

Direct me at your will,
nurture the nature that we have,
for cursed is the seed you plant

Time is unforgiving
yet so merciful as it pass,
giving life to the living,

I wish to spend this time instilling,

with all the blessings of tomorrow

I have no care for thoughts

let our words that cost a day,
value the time we gave for listening.
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and those who have shown an interest to read it. I appreciate you in my life and 
this time is capsuled in
my heart forever.

you to my grandmother “Auntie” for helping to raise me and never giving up on 
me. Brian for being there for us all and showing me a different side of life. I love 
all of my cousins, Uncle Everol, Uncle Jimmy, Auntie Cindy and the whole fam.

Dimas, Carlos, Spanish, Zealey, the whole L, Mercy, Omar and The whole FTF, 

fellowship.

you give me by putting up my posters, music, endorsing and sponsoring me 

without all of you.
 

blessing it with your graces.

world, in everyone and every circumstance.

David Record
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